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Figuring Out How Much Money Your Startup Needs,
When You Should Raise It, and How Much It Will Cost

As startups and growth companies seek to raise outside financing, they typically begin the communication
process with potential investors through their website, their elevator pitch, the executive summary, a
polished investor and partner presentation, and probably a professionally prepared business plan. Once
potential investors – whether they be individual angels or angel groups, venture capitalists or corporate
strategic investors – show serious interest, it’s important to be prepared to provide those prospective
investors with, among other things, in-depth financial information.
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In addition to the standard historical financial statements and five-year financial forecasts, potential
investors and strategic partners need to understand your company’s current capital structure. Capital is
money paid into the company by founders, investors or lenders for the purpose of funding (capitalizing)
the infrastructure and growth needs of the business. A company’s capital structure (a.k.a. cap structure)
is summarized in the business’s balance sheet, where one can see the total amounts of long-term debt and
shareholders’ equity in the firm.
But the kind of summary-level capitalization data available in standard financial statements only
describes the proverbial tip of the iceberg, and simply won’t suffice for potential startup investors. They’ll
also want to see a comprehensive listing of the current company ownership, in what we’ll call a current
capitalization table (often shorthanded to capitalization table or simply cap table). The cap table is typically
incorporated in the company’s business plan.
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In this note, we’ll take a look at what goes into preparing a current capitalization table. Next,
we’ll examine how an entrepreneurial team can go about planning the startup company’s future capital
requirements. And finally, we’ll describe a tool that’s useful for capital forecasting, the capitalization
planning table.
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The Current Capitalization Table
The current capitalization table (a.k.a. capitalization table or cap table) displays the specific makeup of a
company’s ownership structure. In a corporation, these owners are referred to as shareholders. In a limited
liability company (LLC), the owners are referred to as members. In either case, the purpose of the cap table
is to list the company’s owners, when each owner bought into the company, for how much (typically in dollars
per share and the total capital contributed), and what proportion of the business they hold.
For each owner of company shares, the cap table should list (typically in order of size of holdings) the
following items:
• Shareholder name
• Date of investment
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• Type of shareholder (e.g., founder, seed investor, “A round” investor, stock option holder, etc.)
• Number of shares (if a corporation) or member interest units (if an LLC)
• Purchase price per share
• $ amount of capital contributed (invested)
• Ownership stake (% of the company)

• Type of instrument (debt, common stock, preferred stock, etc.)
• Terms of investment
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The cap table should list not only the investors, but also company founders and other non-investors
who may hold an ownership stake in the company (e.g., stock option holders, advisors, directors) – that is,
individuals or groups who may hold ownership stakes for which, unlike investors, they have not contributed
capital. From the perspective of a potential new investor, the purpose of the cap table is to list all known
sources of dilution.
The capitalization table should sum up the total amount of capital that has been paid into the company
to-date from all sources (“total paid-in capital”). The percentage ownership of the individual investors,
combined with that of the founders and option-holders, should sum to 100% company ownership.
Formatting should be kept simple. Presented below is an example of a typical capitalization table layout.
Type

Date
Purchased

# of Shares

Price/ Share

Capital
Contributed

Ownership
Stake (%)

Type of Security

I

Co-founder
#1

5/2006

1,000,000

$0.001

$1,000

21.05%

Common stock

II

Co-founder
#2

5/2006

1,000,000

$0.001

$1,000

21.05%

Common stock

III

Seed
investor

8/2006

500,000

$1.00

$500,000

10.53%

Preferred series
“n”

IV

“A round”
investor

6/2007

1,250,000

$1.60

$2,000,000

26.32%

Preferred series A

V

Stock option
pool

1,000,000

(different
exercise prices)

(unexercised options at various
exercise prices)

21.03%

(requires vesting &
exercise)

$2,502,000

100.00%

DO

Shareholder

TOTALS

n.a.

(awarded on
different dates)

n.a.

4,750,000
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How to Define Your Startup Business’s Capital Requirements
As a startup management team, how do you know how much capital you need to raise at the outset,
and in total over the life of the business? How do you plan that out? Here’s a step-by-step approach to
defining your business’s capital requirements:
In an accompanying GlobaLens Note, we discussed creating five-year financial forecasts for your
early-stage or growth business. For most startups, in the first eighteen months to three years of
operation, the company burns through cash (i.e., you spend more money each quarter than you
bring in). Eventually, the management team’s goal is to break even (i.e., bring in as much cash as
you spend in a given period), and, subsequently, to consistently turn a cash profit (bring in more
than you send out).
	
Within your five-year-forecast financial statements, focus on the cash flow statement. Now
calculate the total of the cumulative amount of net negative cash flow for the company in the early
months or years of operation. That total “cash burn” equates to the amount of capital you’re going
to need to inject into the company in order to get it to self-sustaining, cash-positive, operations.
(If your startup were a hand-built airplane, this would be the amount of fuel you’d need to taxi
into position, accelerate down the runway and get airborne – to achieve flight!)
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1.

2.

Because entrepreneurs are notoriously optimistic (yes, we’re talking to you), history shows that
even a management team’s “conservative forecasts” will tend to significantly underestimate the
amount of time and money it will take to get the proverbial plane airborne. So take your initial
capital calculation and round up by at least 50% to give yourself a margin of safety.
	
OK, now you’ve calculated the total amount of fuel (capital) you’ll need to get your precious new
plane airborne. Let’s say that the total nut (after rounding up to include a margin of safety) is
$9 million. Are investors likely to write you a check for the entire amount up-front? Not likely.
Investors prefer what they call “milestone investing,” staging the total capital need for a company
over two, three, or four investment “rounds,” with each 9- to 15-month round funding the company
to achieve certain agreed-upon, value-building milestones. So, for our example of a $9 million
total need, your capital planning task now calls for you to break up the $9 million into three to four
rounds, with associated milestones. Here’s how it might look, if we were to take the same startup
example we used above, but assuming that the founders were just starting out:
Funding
Amount

DO

Financing
Round
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3.

Seed round

“A” round

$500,000

$2,000,000

Milestones to Be Achieved With Each Round

• Establish strong corporate identity
• Engineer, design and build demonstrable prototype of product (establish
“proof-of-concept”)
• Garner and document preliminary customer feedback on prototype product
• Sign preliminary letters-of-intent with potential customers
• Establish basic business infrastructure (corporate, legal, finance, accounting,
administrative and contractual)
• Fill out team (R&D, sales and marketing, administrative)
• Commercially launch product or service
• Close first sales with several customers and establish strong reference-accounts
(establish “proof-of-market”)
• Iteratively refine product or service based on customer feedback
Continues
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“B” round

$6,500,000

TOTAL

$9,000,000
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• Standardize product or service offering
• Establish standard operating procedures (SOP)
• Strengthen operational management team
• Rapidly scale the business based on refined business model
• Drive toward consistent profitability

In order to figure out how much capital you’ll need in each round, it’s helpful to understand the venture
investment community’s perspective. What do typical investors expect a startup to accomplish with each
round? While nothing like this can be reduced to a formula – and you’ll certainly see wide variation – the
thousands of startup funding events that have taken place over the past couple decades have shown some
distinct patterns. Let’s take a look at those patterns for each funding stage:
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The Seed Investment Round
Classically, startup companies raise seed capital from three sources (and usually in this order): the
founders themselves, friends and family, and high-net-worth individuals (angel investors). Although there
are notable exceptions, it is relatively rare for seed investment rounds to amount to more than $1 million
to $1.5 million. A more typical seed investment round is in the $200,000-500,000 range.
The purpose of seed capital is to move the business from a mere concept – a founder or founders and a
nice-looking business plan – to something much more tangible. The following are the five most important
value-building milestones the startup should target achieving with its seed capital:
Quit your day jobs – If you’re going to raise money from outside investors, they have a right to
expect you as company founders to be working on the new business on a full-time basis. But be
aware that with very modest capital provided by seed funding, founding entrepreneurs may not be
able to draw down a paycheck from the fledgling business yet. Even if they can draw pay, it will be
modest and well below market (a fraction of market-based salaries and benefits).

2.

Build corporate and legal infrastructure – Incorporate the legal business entity, establish a board
of directors and/or advisory boards, build out strong corporate/legal infrastructure (e.g., corporate
bylaws or an LLC operating agreement, shareholder agreements, stock option plans, option
agreements, confidentiality agreements, employment agreements, partner agreements, tax IDs, tax
filings, accounting and bookkeeping, bank accounts, employee handbook, regulatory filings, etc.)

3.

Build a core team – Add a few paid staff members in the first crucial skill areas. Focus on hiring
individual contributors (as opposed to more senior managers). Be sure to seek out individuals who
are comfortable working in a fluid environment with plenty of ambiguity and who are willing to
handle multiple tasks and shifting roles and responsibilities as the company evolves.
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1.

4.

Establish “proof-of-concept” – That is, show that you can deliver the product or service that you
claim you can in your business plan. If that’s not possible with this modest amount of seed
funding, at least make progress toward designing and building a demonstrable prototype that you
can use to “show and tell” with prospective customers, suppliers, and future investors.

5.

Establish “proof-of-market” – It’s never too early to sell your product or service. Even if it’s not
quite ready, get in front of prospective customers with a concept sketch or prototype, and do
what you can to garner letters of interest, contingent purchase commitments, or development
acceleration funding in exchange for future sales at discount prices. Future investors and potential
customers will look at your company in a dramatically more positive light the minute you can
convey yourselves as having actual paying customers – or something close to it.
4
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It’s important to note that, in the perpetually challenging capital markets faced by entrepreneurs,
few startups will succeed in raising capital beyond the seed round unless they decisively conquer the
above milestones, particularly showing a demonstrable product and some evidence of being able to achieve
market traction.
The “A Round” Investment
It’s become traditional to call the first investment round involving professional investors such as
venture capitalists the “A round.” (This originally referred to series A preferred stock. But even when the
security previously issued to seed investors was series A preferred stock, making the “A round” investors’
stock technically series B preferred stock, in the vernacular we still refer to the first large, professionalinvestor round as the “A round.”)
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Before most A round investors are willing to put money into a startup business, they’ll look for the
following prerequisites to be satisfied:
• Management – competent managers, with entrepreneurs who display the wisdom and flexibility to
know where they need to supplement their skills by hiring outside talent in the future.
• Products and/or services – at least a demonstrable prototype, and ideally a production-ready and
commercially shipping product (proof-of-concept); explain how your solution gives your business a
sustainable competitive advantage.
• Market – at least evidence of customer interest, and ideally some sales record showing growing
market traction (proof-of-market); a market that’s sufficiently large to accommodate several large
competitors eventually, and is ripe – ready to adopt your solution.
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• Business model – a business model (i.e., method by which the business makes money) that has been
established and proven by other successful companies in your industry or at least in other directly
comparable industries; a highly scalable and capital-efficient business.
The five most important value-building milestones the startup should expect to achieve with the A round:
Solidify the team – Backfill any glaring holes in the management team by recruiting new, outside
talent. Focus on hiring action-oriented managers who are ready to roll up their sleeves and perform
individual-contributor work themselves, but have potential to grow with the business as you expand.
One suggestion: Consider hiring in key new managers with titles such as manager or director,
rather than creating a top-heavy organization with lots of vice presidents or chief this-and-that
officers. Startups that take the latter approach inevitably find that some of their early management
hires prove incapable of growing as corporate officers as the company expands – but might have
made wonderful middle managers had the proper expectations been set when they were first hired.
Another suggestion: Keep the organization flat. Keep all functions and key managers reporting into
the president/CEO, so that you maximize the collegiality and cross-talk among the startup team,
and minimize the potential for the unintentional creation of bureaucratic silos.

DO

1.

2.

Strengthen and broaden the solution – Constantly seek out customer feedback and incorporate it into
rapid, iterative improvements in your product and/or service offerings. Particularly for single-product
companies, focus on broadening your solution offering, if possible, to a platform that can serve as the
basis for a family of related product offerings catering to different markets or customer sets.

3.

Solidify branding and marketing – Build your business’s identity through cost-effective branddevelopment and highly targeted marketing efforts. Your focus should be on building image and
awareness with target customers and influencers, and generating qualified sales leads.
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4.

Establish market traction and accelerate sales – At the end of the day, the measure of a startup’s
success from the perspective of an A round investor is this: Have you significantly grown sales and
established very strong forward sales momentum heading into the future? Do you have very strong
reference accounts?

5.

Build competitive barriers-to-entry – By establishing market momentum, by establishing relationships
with key distribution channels, suppliers or other strategic alliance partners, construct barriers-toentry that will make it difficult for future competitors to enter the market and effectively unseat
your company from its preferred market position.
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Investment Rounds Beyond the “A Round”
For many companies, a “B” investment round provides sufficient capital to propel the business to
sustainable, cash-positive operations – in other words, to the point where no further outside investment
capital is needed. That’s one key goal of the B round and any subsequent rounds: to enable the company
to reach self-sufficiency. Outside investors have another goal that, to them, is more important: to get the
company to a liquidity event. Liquidity events take the form of an initial public offering (IPO) or sale of
the company through merger and acquisition (M&A) activity (nearly always the latter) that enables the
investors to sell their company shares for cash, hopefully at a substantial capital gain over the price at
which they purchased the shares when they invested.
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If IPO and M&A markets are poor for months or years on end, venture capital-backed companies may
require more investment rounds than originally anticipated to tide them over until liquidity opportunities
open up. However, venture investors are not always interested in providing such so-called mezzanine
financing, or will do so only at exorbitant prices. The alternative for these startup companies is to cut
back dramatically on their expense burn rate to achieve profitability, or run the risk of shutting their doors
altogether.
When we see a company raising a D round, and certainly an E round or higher-letter-round financing,
that tends to be an indication that the business has failed to hit its original operating plan, has been
unable to achieve the shareholder liquidity path envisioned by the early-round investors (perhaps due to
poor capital market reasons out of its control), and may have experienced a complete refinancing (a “down
round”) in which the later-round investors bought in at a very low price and with senior preferences that
together washed out much of the equity of the early-round investors and the common shareholders.

DO

The Capitalization Planning Table

Once you’ve defined your current capitalization as well as your business’s forward-looking capital needs,
you’re ready to assemble a capitalization planning table. This table shows who buys into the company when,
how many shares each investor or investor class purchases and for how much, how much capital flows into
the company with each purchase, and how each shareholder class’s percentage of ownership of the company
shifts as these stock purchases occur over time.
Purposes of the Capitalization Planning Table
The capitalization planning table serves two important purposes:
• Analysis and planning – The cap planning table is a powerful analytical tool that enables rapid,
iterative scenario analysis. How much money should we raise? In how many rounds? What if we
need more?
6
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• Communication – This chart serves a very important role in helping the startup team explain the
current and possible future capital structure to current and prospective investors and shareholders,
and to explain the concept of dilution.
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Layout and Function of the Capitalization Planning Table
Here’s a recommended layout for a cap planning table, with numbers filled in using our previous
company example and example numbers for timing and prices of each investment round.
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$0.0010

Price/
Share

2,437,500

1,250,000

1,000,000

500,000

$2.6667

$1.6000

(varies)

$1.0000
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7,187,500

4,750,000

3,500,000

2,500,000

2,000,000

13.9%

21.1%

28.6%

40.0%

50.0%

Cofounder
#1

13.9%

21.1%

28.6%

40.0%

50.0%

Cofounder
#2

7.0%

10.5%

14.3%

20.0%

-

Seed
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$16,500,000

$6,000,000

n.a.

$2,500,000

Total # of
Shares
Outstanding

13.9%

21.1%

28.6%

-

-

Options

17.4%

26.3%

-

-

-

“A” Round

33.9%

-

-

-

-

“B” Round

The assumptions (e.g., valuations & amounts of capital raised in each round) are forecasts or approximations.

In order to disclose all potential sources of dilution for investors, this table shows the current size of the stock option
pool (row labled “Option Pool” in the table).
Note that, initially, Option Pool shares are not issued but simply set aside for granting stock options to future employees.
It is the prerogative of the board of directors to grant options from this “set-aside” pool that the Board deems necessary
to attract and retain top employees.
Stock option grants typically vest over 3-5 years. Unless and until they vest and are subsequently exercised, the option
shares shown in the table do not represent actual dilution to existing shareholders. In other words, by showing all
the stock option pool shares in this cap table, we are showing theoretical worst-case dilution effects caused by stock
options to other shareholder groups.

2.

3.

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

TOTAL

1.

Notes Regarding Stock Option Pool:

7.

$6,500,000

$2,000,000

n.a.

$500,000

$2,000

Post-Money
Valuation

Cells highlighted in LIGHT BLUE are INPUTS. All other cells are calculated (do not write in them).

General Notes on Cap Table:
6.

$2,000

Capital
Raised

NO
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2,000,000

# of New
Shares
Issued

TOTAL paid-in capital = $9,002,000

$10,000,000

“B” Round

n.a.

$4,000,000

“A” Round

Option Pool

n.a.

$2,000,000

Seed Round

Founders’ Equity

Pre-Money
Valuation

DO

ROWS = THE TIME
SEQUENCE OF STOCK
ISSUANCE EVENTS

Shareholder Classes & Their Proportional Ownership Over Time

A Sample Capitalization Planning Table
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Each row of the cap planning table represents a different group or class of shareholders, and the order
of the rows represents the time sequence in which the group invests in the company. As the planner/
entrepreneur using this analytical tool, we now take the sequence of three capital raise-ups that we’ve
already tentatively decided on – namely, $500,000 in seed capital, a subsequent “A” round of $2.0 million
and a still-later “B” round of $6.5 million, for a grand total of $9.0 million – and lay them out in the rows.
Then, for each round, the primary input on which we have to decide from a planning perspective is the
pre-money valuation of the round – that is, the market value of the business, upon which the company and
the investors agree prior to the money being invested. (The post-money valuation, then, is simply the premoney valuation plus the new investment money that has just been injected into the company’s coffers.)
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Once you have determined the pre-money valuation for a given investment round, that will determine the
share price, and if you know how much money you want to raise for that round, you can input the number of
new shares you wish to issue or sell to the new investors. So, using our specific example, in the seed round,
we decide that the pre-money valuation for the company is $2.0 million. That increases the share price from
the 1/10th of a penny a share, the nominal price at which the cofounders purchased shares, to $1.00/share.
So at the new share price, to raise the desired $500,000, we need to issue or sell 500,000 new shares. Staying
on that row of the cap planning table, note that the post-money valuation is equal to the pre-money valuation
plus the new money invested, or $2,000,000 plus $500,000 for a post-money valuation of $2,500,000.
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Shareholder Dilution
Dilution is the proportionate reduction in a shareholder’s percentage ownership stake in a company as
new shares in the company are issued. Note how the cap planning table enables us to easily track different
shareholder groups’ relative ownership stakes over time – that is, working progressively down the rows.
After the seed round, the cofounders still own 1.0 million shares each; however, they no longer own half
the company each, but instead only 40%. Why? Because they each own a smaller slice of a growing pie.
Prior to the seed round, each cofounder owns (1,000,000 shares) / (2,000,000 shares outstanding) = 50%.
Immediately after the seed investors injected $500,000 into the startup, each cofounder owns (1,000,000
shares) / (2,500,000 shares outstanding) = 40%. By attracting investment capital and issuing new shares
in the company, they have experienced shareholder dilution.

DO

As you scan down the rows, you see how this capitalization planning forecast (and remember, this is
simply a forecast) shows the cofounders’ equity stakes are diluted down from 50% each to 13.9% each.
Note how the dilution to the cofounders and other shareholder classes occurs. It’s not by selling their
shares to others. Rather, their proportional ownership of the business is diluted or reduced over time as
the company issues and sells more shares of stock. With each new financing round, the company issues and
sells new shares to investors, thereby growing the total pool of outstanding shares, resulting in any given
current shareholder owning a smaller proportion of a growing pool.
Determining Pre-Money Valuation for Future Financing Rounds
As teams first approach capital planning forecasting, one of the biggest questions is always, “How do
we figure out the pre-money valuation of the company prior to each financing round?” After all, it’s that
value that determines the share price, and, by extension, what proportion of the company you sell in order
to raise a given amount of capital.
The first and most important thing we do is look at market pricing. How much do other comparable
companies, at comparable stages of development, “charge” in terms of pre-money valuation when they raise
money? Venture capital data aggregators such as VentureSource and PWC MoneyTree can provide precisely
this type of data: for your industry, for your stage of business, what the averages were of amounts raised in
the past year (or two or five years), the ranges and averages of pre-money valuations, etc.
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Here’s a good rule of thumb to use as a reality check: Generally speaking, with each round of financing,
you should expect to sell between 10% and 35% of the business. (That is, at the close of each investment
round, the new investors will own 10-35% of the outstanding shares.) Notice how, in our example cap
planning table, this dilution range applied with each successive round: with the seed round we sold 20% of
the business (in other words, we diluted the then-current shareholders by issuing new shares that amounted
to 20% post-issuance ownership); with the A round we sold 26.3%; and with the B round we sold 33.9%.
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Then, at the end of the day, setting the pre-money valuation for a given round – in the vernacular,
pricing the round – is a matter of negotiation between the issuing company and the investors. It’s common
for professional investors such as venture capital firms to prefer to make an offer themselves since they
are in the market every day and have a strong sense of current comparables and company valuation norms.
As entrepreneurs, you may or may not like the price they offer on their term sheet, and it is always your
prerogative to come back with a counter-offer, ideally supported by evidence of similarly-priced deals.
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When raising money from individual investors, by contrast, it’s far more common for startup companies
to price the round themselves based on their own research of comparables. This is because angels (highnet-worth individuals) will, generally speaking, be less likely to be aware of current venture pricing
comparables. Additionally, raising money from angels tends to be a process that lends itself less well to
a single negotiation and instead benefits from the company being equipped with a standard, pre-priced
investment offer sheet to present to each potential investor.
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Notes
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